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ABSTRACT

Context. The attachment of free electrons to polycondensed aromatic ring molecules (PAHs) is studied for the variety of these
molecules with different numbers of condensed rings and over a broad range of electron temperatures, using a multichannel quantum
scattering approach. The calculations of the relevant cross sections are used in turn to model the corresponding attachment rates for
each of the systems under study, and these rates are parametrized as a function of temperature using a commonly employed expression
for two-body processes in the interstellar medium (ISM).
Aims. The scope of this work is to use first principles to establish the influence of chemical properties on the efficiency of the electron-
attachment process for PAHs.
Methods. Quantum multichannel scattering methods are employed to generate the relevant cross sections, hence the attachment rates,
using integral elastic cross sections computed over a broad range of relevant energies, from threshold up to 1000 K and linking the
attachment to low-energy resonant collisions.
Results. The rates obtained for the present molecules are found to markedly vary within the test ensemble of the present work and
to be lower than the earlier values used for the entire class of PAHs anions, when modelling their evolutions in ISM environments.
The effects of such differences on the evolutions of chemical networks that include both PAH and PAH-species are analysed in some
detail and related to previous calculations.
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1. Introduction

The widespread presence in the interstellar medium (ISM)
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), i.e. organic
molecules made up of several aromatic rings fused together, as
well as the existence in the same environments of their dehy-
drogenated, ionized, and/or protonated counterparts, has been
largely inferred from the extensive presence of unidentified in-
frared emission bands that have been observed in the range of 3
to 14 micrometres (D’Hendecourt & Ehrenfreund 1997; Rhee
et al. 2007; Parker et al. 2012; Ricks et al. 2009). Current as-
trochemical models for the PAH formation have largely been
derived from the combustion chemistry community that sug-
gest how these formation processes should occur in warm and
dense circumstellar envelopes of carbon-rich stars through se-
quential reactions of smaller radicals with acetylene at tempera-
tures around 1000 K (Cherchneff et al. 1992 and erratum). Even
more recently, their formation at temperatures down to 10 K has
been surmised after an interesting investigation that combines
cross molecular beam studies and quantum chemistry calcula-
tions (Parker et al. 2012).

Another low-energy path to possible formations of PAHs has
come from investigating the role of the free electrons that are
present in the circumstellar and interstellar media and in proto-
planetary atmospheres (Herbst & Osamura 2008) in order to as-
sess from calculations and possible experimental data the likely
attachment efficiency of these free projectiles to the PAHs and
the ensuing formation of very reactive anionic species, which
can in turn react with radicals present in those environments

(Demarais et al. 2012). That even temporary anions of smaller
members of this family of aromatic molecules could be involved
in subsequent reactions with cationic radicals has also been sug-
gested in our earlier computational studies of benzyne anions
(Carelli et al. 2010, 2011). Recent experimental work has shown
that indeed anionic PAHs like phenide (C6H−5 ), naphthalenide
(C10H−7 ), and anthracenide (C14H−9 ) can efficiently react with H,
H2, and D2 as observed in flowing afterglow-selected experi-
ments (Demarais et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2011). It therefore fol-
lows from the above that to establish the possible effects of the
presence of anionic PAHs on the chemistry of dark circumstellar
regions and to model both the possible efficiency of formations
and the consequences of such additional partners on the evo-
lutionary history of that chemistry becomes directly interesting
for improving our understanding of the PAH chemistry in the
ISM in general. In particular, the present work wishes to anal-
yse whether the chemical properties of the individual component
partners in the large series of postulated PAHs play any signif-
icant role in the evolutionary studies of the chemical networks
and if it is still a realistic choice to view their efficiency as given
by a single rate value with a unique temperature dependence.

In the following we therefore intend to approach the prob-
lem of identifying, if at all possible, differences in behaviour for
a subset of PAHs chosen as initial examples for that entire class
of molecules, which are related to their differences in chemical
properties. In the next section we therefore summarize first the
methods employed in earlier models for obtaining the attach-
ment rates for the PAHs and then present our quantum scatter-
ing calculations in some detail to obtain integral cross sections
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from threshold up to several eV of energy and further link such
observables with the model we use to yield the relevant attach-
ment rates. Section 3 reports our results for a small group of PAH
molecules and discusses their differences in relative efficiencies,
while Sect. 4 describes the final effects of such differences on
the evolutionary history of the chemical networks currently em-
ployed for simulations. Our conclusions are given in Sect. 5.

2. Computing cross sections and attachment rates

2.1. Earlier evaluations of the rates

The importance of evaluating the efficiency of electron attach-
ment to PAHs under ISM conditions has been recognized very
early on (e.g. see Herbst 1981; Petrie & Herbst 1997) because
of the enhanced role in the network kinetics that the presence of
anionic reagents can induce during evolutionary modelling of
proto-planetary and stellar objects (Bass et al. 1979). The ear-
lier estimates (Herbst 1981), however, did not carry out ex-
plicit quantum dynamical analysis of the interaction and attach-
ment mechanism of the impinging electron, but rather argued
the possibility of applying phase-space theory to generate vibra-
tional density of states for final species, the stable anion M−, at
the scaled internal energy corresponding to the electron affin-
ity value (EA) for the initial species, the neutral partner M.
The above treatment involved a careful analysis based on the
Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) treatment (Marcus
1956) of the electron-attachment kinetics whereby the vibra-
tional structures of the “reagent” (the initial neutral molecule)
and of the “products” (the anionic stable molecules) are esti-
mated from structural calculations and are employed to produce
the final rates of formation. The conclusion was that radiative
attachment of electrons to neutrals could occur efficiently at the
low-temperature of the ISM for polyatomic neutrals containing
more than three to four atoms and having EA values higer than
2–3 eV (Herbst & Osamura 2008). The above theory was dis-
cussed further by Herbst (1985) and Petrie & Herbst (1997),
where the conjecture was added that the attachment process is
efficiently initiated primarily by s-wave impinging electrons.

One should stress at this point that those previous studies of
the electron attachment rates to linear polyynes (e.g. see Herbst
& Osamura 2008 and the reference quoted therein) also fol-
low phase-space theory reasoning along with the dominance of
s-wave electron attachment at thresholds, although no dynamical
coupling between nuclear vibration and impinging electrons has
ever been explicitly included in that modelling. The approach of
the RRKM and conservation of angular momentum (Pechukas
& Light 1965), therefore, involves (i) the conjecture that elec-
tron in s-wave are captured at vanishing energies; and (ii) that
a phase-space analysis of the neutral molecule’s vibrational lev-
els, vis-à-vis the vibrational density of states for the final, sta-
ble anion is employed to estimate attachment rates. Neither as-
sumption, however, originates in specific and explicit dynamical
calculations, and therefore no detailed computations of electron-
molecule scattering cross sections have been employed thus far
to generate the possible attachment rates of the scattered elec-
trons to the relevant target molecules. In the following, we in-
stead present an evaluation of such rates starting from ab initio
scattering calculations of the cross sections.

2.2. The quantum dynamics for cross sections

The method we have employed to generate the final rates is
based on quantum calculations from ab initio methods of the

necessary integral cross sections. This has been described in
greater detail in our earlier work – e.g. see Lucchese & Gianturco
(1996) – so we only give a brief outline here of its most relevant
features. In our method both the target one-electron bound or-
bitals and the impinging electron wavefunction are expanded as
linear combination of symmetry-adapted spherical harmonics

φ
pμ
i (r, θ, φ) =

1
r

∑
lh

ui,pμ
lh (r)χpμ

lh (θ, φ) (1)

where the χpμ
lh (θ, φ) indicate the linear combinations of spheri-

cal harmonics Yμl , and the |pμ〉 labels record the specific irre-
ducible representation (IR) indices. The assumption that the tar-
get molecule is adequately described by its ground-state Slater
determinant (static exchange approximation) leads to the follow-
ing simplified form for the scattering equations:[
1
2
∇2 + (E − ε)

]
F(r) =

∫
dr′V(r, r′)F(r′), (2)

that can be solved (once the model interaction potential for our
system is assembled) by using the Schwinger variational method
as described in our earlier publications, e.g. see Lucchese &
Gianturco (1996). The static exchange approximation does not
include the response of the target to the impinging electron,
i.e. the correlation and polarization effects acting at short and
at large electron-target distances, respectively. That additional
part of the overall interaction has been modelled in our study by
writing

Vcp(r) =

{
Vcorr(r) for r ≤ rmatch

Vpol(r) for r > rmatch.
(3)

In the present work we have used the Lee-Yang-Parr form for
Vcorr(r) (Lucchese & Gianturco 1996) and further employed the
Vpol(r) as a function of the polarizability tensor to describe suc-
cessfully, via the Vcp model of Eq. (3), this additional part of
the overall interaction potential. We further replace the exact
non-local exchange interaction of Eq. (2) with a local energy-
dependent potential.

VFEGE =
2
π

kF(r)

(
1
2
+

1 − η2

4η
ln

∣∣∣∣∣1 + η1 − η
∣∣∣∣∣
)

(4)

where kF is the Fermi momentum and η the neutral molecule
ionization potential. We have already found (Lucchese &
Gianturco 1996) that Eq. (4) can yield a reasonably realistic
description of such forces in a wide variety of molecular
systems. We can rewrite the scattering equations in homo-
geneous form to obtain the static-model-exchange-correlation-
polarization (SMECP) approximation for the scattering event⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−

1
2
∇2 − 1

2
k2 +

V(r)︷�����������������︸︸�����������������︷
V̂st + V̂cp + V̂FEGE

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ F(r) = 0. (5)

Here, V(r) is the sum of the three local potentials V(r) =
Vst(r) + Vcp(r) + VFEGE(r), of which Vst(r) describes the static
interaction of the scattered electron with the target’s nuclei and
electrons, Vcp(r) contains the correlation-polarization contribu-
tions of Eq. (3), and VFEGE(r) is the model exchange potential
of Eq. (4). After integrating over the angular variables, Eq. (5)
takes the form[

d2

dr2
− l(l + 1)

r2
+ k2

]
F pμ

lh (r) = 2
∑
l′h′

V pμ
lh,l′h′(r)F pμ

l′h′(r), (6)
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where the potential coupling elements are given by

V pμ
lh,l′h′ (r) = 〈χpμ

lh (r̂)|V(r)|χpμ
l′h′(r̂)〉

=

∫
dr̂χpμ

lh (r̂)V(r)χpμ
l′h′ (r̂). (7)

The S-matrix elements, related to the K-matrix, yield the set of
partialwave phaseshifts

S l = S l(k) = e2iδl(k) (8)

for all the contributing angular momenta. For a scattering pro-
cess characterized by many broad and overlapping resonances,
the usual Breit-Wigner formula is no longer efficient. However
it is possible to extract the positions and the widths of closely
spaced resonant states by using the Q-matrix formalism

Q(E) = i�S
dS †

dE
= −i�

dS
dE

S † = Q†(E). (9)

Eigenvalues of the Q matrix are equal to the delay time of the
outgoing wavepacket, as defined in Smith (1960). For a multi-
channel scattering process the trace of the Q matrix is further
related to the eigenphase sum δsum,

2�
dδsum

dE
= TrQ(E) (10)

where the eigenphase sum is defined via the elements of Eq. (8),
with k2 = 2E

δsum =

∞∑
l=1

δl(E). (11)

All the necessary partialwave contributions obtained at each col-
lision energy are subsequently employed to yield the final inte-
gral cross sections (ICS) for each specific molecular target.

In conclusion, our ab initio scattering calculations allow
us to obtain locations and lifetime of transient negative ion
(TNI) complexes, to analyse the presence of virtual states at
zero-energy enhancing TNI formation, and to locate the role of
dipole-bound states for dipolar molecules by analysing the scat-
tering wavefunctions at vanishinging low energies. All such fea-
tures will play a role, as described below, in our final estimates
of the corresponding attachment rates.

2.3. Generating attachment rates from cross-sections

The next step in the calculations involves the thermal average
over the internal states of the species in the two-body (2B) re-
actions that will be analysed below. By assuming that the free
electrons have a kinetic temperature Te and that the molecules
interacting with them have an internal distribution over states
that can be associated with a temperature1 TM, the existence of
local thermal equilibrium (LTE) implies, given the large differ-
ences between the electron’s mass and those of the molecules,
that TM � Te = T (i.e. the molecules are considered as still dur-
ing collisions and being in their ground rotovibrational states),
thus the rate of formation of molecular anions is given by

kTNI(T ) =
1

QvQrQel

∑
n

e−ε/kBT
∫
vσn(v) f (v, T )dv, (12)

where σn(v), a function of the relative velocity, is the integral
cross-section (ICS) for electron-molecule collision labelled by n,

1 Not to be confused with the kinetic molecular temperature.

a global index that specifies the electronic, vibrational and rota-
tional initial molecular states, and the Q’s are their correspond-
ing partition functions. In the present study we limit the target
description to be sufficient for generating ICS which are summed
over all final rotational states accessible at the considered en-
ergy (and averaged over all initial states as taken to be | j0〉 = 0).
The molecule is also kept in its vibrational and electronic ground
states given the likely conditions in the ISM environment. If the
f (v, T ) is taken to be the standard Maxwell-Boltzmann electron’s
velocity distribution, then we can write

kTNI(T ) =

(
8kBTe

πμe

)1/2 1
(kBTe)2

∫
Eσ0(E)e−E/kBT dE, (13)

which describes the rate of metastable anionic formation via 2B
processes and with molecules in their ground electronic, rotovi-
brational states. The total cross section σ0 of Eq. (13) is obvi-
ously made up of different processes that have to be taken into
considerations when discussing the final formation of a stable
molecular anion.

As a result, the molecular processes that are possible via bi-
nary collisions are more specifically described as those initially
leading to anionic metastable species formation before energy
redistribution, i.e. leading to TNI formation in the continuum of
electron energies

Meq + e−
kTNI−−−→ [Meq

−]∗. (14)

Each of such TNI corresponds, at each specific energy window,
to a resonant process of attachment before molecular relaxation
into a bound anion M−. The dynamical channels of the collisions
of incoming electron with the molecule also involve direct scat-
tering occurring over the whole energy range. Both processes are
explicitly considered in the present calculations, which there-
fore locate all the shape-resonant states (TNI) formed over the
range of collision energy considered, establish their effects on
changing the size of the integral cross sections, and also pro-
vide a realistic calculation of the background cross sections over
the whole energy range. Given the high polarizabilities exhib-
ited by the present molecules, and especially when permanent
dipole moments are present, the calculations go down to thresh-
old energies and therefore also provide a realistic description of
virtual states and s-wave attachment effects which are very im-
portant for describing regions of efficient couplings between the
incoming electron and the nuclear network of the target molecule
(Carelli & Gianturco 2012).

As a consequence of this coupling between the attached elec-
tron and the molecular vibrations, we can further note that the
most relevant relaxation processes following Eq. (14) are given
by (i) radiative stabilization (RS) dynamics in the chiefly colli-
sionless ISM environment

[Meq
−]∗

kRS−−→ Meq
− + hν, (15)

in competition with (ii) the autodetachment (AD) process before
anionic stabilization

[Meq
−]∗

kAD−−→ M + e−. (16)

Current assumptions consider kAD � kRS (Herbst 1981), which
allows us to simplify the expression for the overall formation
rate k f (T ) of Eq. (13)

k f (T ) =

(
kRS

kAD + kRS

)
kTNI (17)
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into the form

k f (T ) =

(
kRS

kAD

)
kTNI. (18)

The above relation then tells us that the kTNI rates can provide
an upper bound to the true k f (T ) insofar as the radiative stabi-
lization remains less efficient than the autodetachment process,
so that we can safely assume that

k f (T ) ≤ kTNI(T ). (19)

What we are essentially saying with Eq. (19) is that the present
ensemble of mechanisms that can lead to a stable molecular an-
ion as a final product (described by the rate k f ) require the pres-
ence of (i) resonant attachment at various low energies but at
specific energy windows; and (ii) virtual state formations at the
energy thresholds (zero-energy attachment). Both the above pro-
cesses are included in our scattering calculations that lead to the
kTNI rates. The next step requires the molecular TNI relaxation
to a bound anion and would need to explicitly include the nu-
clear dynamics during the scattering process, i.e. explicit disso-
ciative electron attachment (DEA) and/or vibrational Feshbach
resonances (VFR) treatments. Since we carry out calculations at
a fixed nuclear geometry, then the σ0 computed for Eq. (13) cor-
responds to all cross sections leading to attachment and therefore
to taking k f ≈ kTNI.

By using the computed rates of Eq. (13) the presently calcu-
lated kTNI, thus provides an evaluation of the electron-attachment
probabilities by considering that all the occurring collisions will
lead to efficient, vibrationally-driven decays into bound anionic
states. They therefore should give upper limits to the anionic for-
mation rates of PAH-species in interstellar environments and do
so by using ab initio calculations of the relevant scattering cross
sections.

3. Our computed attachment rates

In the present, exploratory analysis we have considered a series
of molecules that can help us to establish the extent of chemical
diversity existing among possible PAH candidates. In particu-
lar, we chose two single-ring species, benzyne (C6H4) and phe-
nil (C6H5) because of their having a permanent dipole moment.
Thus, although they are often considered precursor molecules to
the PAHs (Weaver et al. 2007), we analyse here their rates chiefly
to test the relevance of their being polar molecular targets.

As examples of polyconjugated systems, we report the at-
tachment rates computed for anthracene (three rings: C14H10),
perylene (five rings: C20H12), and coronene (seven rings:
C14H12). The full details of the cross section calculations have
already been published for the coronene (Carelli & Gianturco
2012), and are in the process of being published for anthracene
(Sanz et al. 2013) and perylene (Carelli & Gianturco, in prep.).
For the single-ring molecules, the benzyne data have already
been published (Carelli et al. 2010, 2011) while the phenil cross-
sections are being prepared for publication (Carelli & Gianturco,
in prep.). All the calculations have followed the computational
method described briefly in the previous Sect. (2).

For the 2B reactions, the expression for the rate coefficient
is usually – e.g. see Woodall et al. (2007) – written down in the
following form to model unimolecular processes, where electron
attachment processes are also examples,

k f = α
( T
300 K

)β
exp(−γ/T ) cm3 s−1, (20)
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 c
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γ = -14.77

C6H4

C6H5

Fig. 1. Computed electron capture rates for phenil and benzyne polar
aromatic molecules. The corresponding fitting parameters for Eq. (20)
are also given in the figure. Here, α is in units of 10−9 cm3/s.

Table 1. Fit coefficients for the molecules presented in this paper.

α β γ

C6H4 10.02(–9) –0.33 6.69
C6H5 1.44(–9) –0.12 –14.77
C14H10 1.31(–9) 0.21 –1.12
C20H12 3.06(–9) –0.01 2.77
C24H12 2.74(–9) 0.11 –1.12

Notes. α is in cm3 s−1, β is dimensionless, and γ in K. Note that a(b) =
a × 10b. See text and Eq. (20) for further details.

so that the necessary information for a specific reaction is stored
in the (α, β, γ) set of parameters identifying the temperature de-
pendence of its rate coefficient for that particular PAH.

The calculations of Fig. 1 report, as specific examples, the
electron-attachment rates for phenil and benzyne, over a signifi-
cant range of temperatures: the parameters from the fitting sug-
gested by Eq. (20) are also given for each system (see Table 1).

The calculated dipole moment of C6H4 is 1.38 D (Kraka &
Cremer 1993), while the one of C6H5 is 0.9 D (McMahon et al.
2003); all the remaining polycondensed examples of the present
work have no dipole moment. What one clearly sees from the
data in Fig. 1 is the strong increase in both rates at the thresh-
old temperatures. Both polar targets indicate more efficient at-
tachment for very slow electrons, since both systems have been
shown to form virtual states at zero energy and also dipole-bound
states for the extra electron attached at very low collision en-
ergy (Carelli et al. 2010, 2011), Carelli & Gianturco, in prep.).
Furthermore, we see that the rates for such PAH precursors vary
markedly among themselves and follow the size of the perma-
nent dipole. The latter is larger for benzyne and thus the corre-
sponding rates for this molecule are a factor of two more than
those for phenil at the energy thresholds. Both rates turn out to
be of the order of 10−8 cm3 s−1 in the range of temperatures of
relevance for ISM conditions (i.e. up to about 100 K), although
we see that they exhibit differences in their T -dependence pa-
rameters that are noticeable enough to suggest that using a single
choice of a rate for both of them would not be accurate enough.
In any event, both polar molecules indicate strong increases in
the elastic cross sections as the energy tends to zero for the ex-
istence of enhanced cross section in that range of collision ener-
gies due to the presence of scattering from a dipole potential.

The situation changes quite markedly when we now move to
the examples of the polycyclic hydrocarbons without permanent
dipoles which are presented by the rates in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Computed rates of electron attachment to three different poly-
condensed aromatic ring molecules. Top panel: anthracene; middle
panel: perylene; bottom panel: coronene. Note that α is in units of
10−9 cm3/s. See main text for further details.

The following comments could be made from the data re-
ported in the figure.

(i) All three examples show a different temperature depen-
dence from those shown in Fig. 1, since we now see that
the rates are lowest at vanishing energies and increase with
increasing T .

(ii) The sizes of all cross-sections are around 10−9 cm3 s−1, i.e.
smaller than those for polar molecules even if the number of
C atoms is now larger.

(iii) The fitting parameters change along the series, but the
α value, somewhat proportional to the rate size, does not in-
crease with increasing the number of C atoms. All the cross
sections are fairly similar in size and behaviour along the
small series of PAHs shown in the figure.

One should furthermore remember that the present treatment of
the attachment rates (see Eqs. (13) to (19)) implies that the TNI
formations and the threshold resonances (virtual states) are the
dominant gateways to the efficient energy dissipations paths that
lead to stable anionic formation. Thus, the attachment processes
occur more efficiently at specific energy windows where such
states are formed. Additionally, since no VFR processes are di-
rectly included during the scattering calculations, we consider
the contributions from vibrational Feshbach resonances are pos-
sible (albeit conjecturally) at energies near threshold where our
rates are already enhanced by the virtual state effects (e.g. see
Carelli & Gianturco, in prep.).

The present calculations indicate that the chemical features
of the involved PAHs do bear on the efficiency of the electron
attachment rates obtained from the modelling reported in the
present work. The presence of a permanent dipole moment, in
fact, is a significant rate enhancer, especially at the lower tem-
peratures where non-polar PAHs are found by our model to
have lower rates. Furthermore, we see that all our computed
rates, although considered to be upper bound to the true rates
for such systems, are consistently lower than the estimates from
phase-space theory employed in earlier work for such quantities
(Wakelam & Herbst 2008).

One possible reason for it could be that the phase-space con-
siderations are not able to obtain the actual probabilities for the

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ab
un

da
nc

e

log(t/yr)

WH2008
C14H10
C20H12
C24H12

Fig. 3. Evolution of the total abundances of the negatively charged
species with time normalized to the total hydrogen number density (i.e.
2 × 104 cm−3). We compare the rates from the original WH2008 model
that used their selection of kf electron attachment rates (solid) with the
cases: the anthracene rate (long-dashed), the perylene rate (dashed), and
the coronene rate (dotted). See text for further details.

collisional formation of TNIs transition state and therefore may
over-estimate formation efficiencies, as also surmised by Herbst
& Osamura (2008).

It is therefore interesting to see what would be the effect of
the present results on the gas-phase models for the chemistry
of dense interstellar clouds, which can now employ attachment
rates from ab initio calculations. This is the next aspect of the
present work that we discuss in the following section.

4. Testing our attachment rates
with an evolutionary model

To now assess the effects of the new rates for the electron
attachment processes on the evolution of the corresponding
abundances in the ISM environments we have implemented a
pseudo time-dependent dense cloud model based on the work of
Wakelam & Herbst (2008) following their parameters and their
recommendations for all the other rates involved in the fuller
chemical network. We discuss below the comparison between
the results for the overall chemical evolutions using the single
value of the rate coefficient that they assume for the PAH elec-
tron attachment process (Wakelam & Herbst 2008) and the re-
sults obtained by employing the three rates proposed in this pa-
per and individually obtained via the ab initio calculations that
we discussed in the previous sections.

For the rate coefficient kEA, WH2008 suggest two values al-
ready found in the literature that are k f o = 10−7(NC)3/4 cm3/s
(Omont 1986) and k f a = 1.2 × 10−7(NC)1/2 cm3/s (Allamandola
et al. 1989), where in both cases NC is the number of carbon
atoms that form the PAH. Their model assumes NC = 30, and
they arbitrarily decided to use the first formula as indicated in
Le Page et al. (2001).

What we are therefore presenting below is a test aimed at
determining the influence of using more accurate electron at-
tachment rate coefficients on the evolution of the ISM model.
In particular, we track the evolution of the ISM (i) first with the
aforementioned kfo rate coefficient and then with the same set
of other rates, but changing that of the PAHs for (ii) anthracene
kfA; (iii) perylene kfP; and (iv) coronene kfC. All the other model
parameters we adopt are the same as those of WH2008, namely
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Fig. 4. Left panel: time evolution of the abundances of PAH (grey) and PAH− (black) normalized to the total hydrogen number density (i.e.
2 × 104 cm−3). We compare the WH2008 electron attachment rates (solid) with those obtained using instead. The anthracene rates (long-dashed),
the perylene rates (dashed), and the coronene rate (dotted). The lines that represent the PAH densities overlap, except those from WH2008. Right
panel: electron number density time evolution as given by the same set of models. The two panels have different vertical scales.

nH2 = 104 cm−3, a gas temperature of T = 10 K, a cosmic-
ray ionization rate of ζCR = 1.3 × 10−17, a visual extinction
Av = 10 s−1, a PAH fractional abundance of 3.07 × 10−7, and
an average PAH size of 4 Å. We have selected the initial species
abundances given by the model EA2 (see Table 1 in WH2008),
which is a high-metallicity scenario based on the observations
of the dense cloud ζ Ophiuchi, except for He which is set to
nHe = 0.09 compared to the total hydrogen abundance. More de-
tails on the full choice of parameters can be found in WH2008.

The results of our simulations are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4.
The first one describes the evolution of the ionization fraction
as the sum of the number densities of the negative species at
a given time. WH2008 had shown a fast decrease in the total
negative charge until it reaches steady state after 103 yr, while
the present models have a slower decrease in time and reach the
steady-state on a much longer time scale, i.e. in 106 yr or more.
The effect of the new calculations is also shown in the figure and
is rather clear: in the present model the PAHs manage to “soak
up” and capture fewer electrons when compared to the results
from Wakelam & Herbst (2008). Their selected single value for
the attachment rate coefficient is higher and thus indicates a more
effective mechanism, and their modelling surmises the existence
of a more efficient electron-attachment process than found here
by ab initio study. It then follows that the formed PAH anions
rapidly recombine with the ions, thereby obtaining a more neu-
tral gas as shown in Fig. 3. On the other hand, when we replace
the WH2008 rate coefficient with our separate rates for different
molecules we find that the neutralization effect is less important,
thus obtaining a less neutral gas once the steady state is reached.

In a similar fashion, the data in Fig. 4 show the evolution
of the PAH abundances over the time range t = [102, 105] yr
and, even in this case, the effect of the new rate coefficients is
evident. We obtain a larger separation between the abundances
of PAH and PAH−, a quantity that obviously increases when the
attachment rate coefficients decrease with respect to the single
value chosen in Wakelam & Herbst (2008).

5. Conclusions

In the present work we have endeavoured to analyse in some
detail how one can realistically generate electron-attachment
cross sections over a broad range of energies for gas-phase poly-
condensed aromatic molecules, which is a specific subset of

those molecules chosen to be representative of the more gen-
eral behaviour of PAHs in the interstellar and circumstellar en-
vironments. In particular, we selected a dynamical model that
employs the above cross sections to obtain attachment rates over
a range of temperatures that are of direct interest in the ISM envi-
ronments. The corresponding rates are essentially considered to
be upper bounds to the true attachment rates, but are nevertheless
found to already be less than those employed in other evolution-
ary models, e.g. see Wakelam & Herbst (2008), where no direct
scattering calculations were used to generate attachment rates.

Additionally, the parametric representation of computed
rates is chosen to be the one usually employed in the literature
to describe 2B processes in the ISM (Woodall et al. 2007) and
is found by our present work to depend on at least two chemical
properties of the aromatic molecules: (i) the presence of a per-
manent dipole moment, a features that greatly increases the size
of the attachment rates, especially at the threshold temperatures;
and (ii) a minor effect of the number of C atoms or of the number
of condensed rings in the molecular system.

The capture rates were further employed to model the time
evolution within a pseudo time-dependent dense cloud descrip-
tion that follows the one given earlier by Wakelam & Herbst
(2008). In particular, we tried to analyse the effects of the at-
tachment rate values produced by the present work on the evolu-
tions of negatively charged species with time (e.g. see Fig. 3) and
the evolutions of PAH/PAH− abundances throughout the same
model, as well as the electron number density changes over the
same time period (see Fig. 4).

The corresponding calculations suggest rather clearly that:

(i) the attachment rates are lower, at least over the relevant range
of temperatures, than the values previously employed;

(ii) they depend on the chemical properties of the specific PAH
being considered, especially when comparing anthracene
and coronene;

(iii) the electron densities remain higher over a much broader
range of time and reach a steady state much later that thought
before (Wakelam & Herbst 2008);

(iv) the “soaking-up” power of the PAHs we have considered
here turns out to be less than expected, hence reducing the
efficiency of the neutralization processes.

Although we feel that further numerical experiments are needed
in order to more extensively include a broader variety of po-
lar PAHs within the evolutionary model, the set of exemplary
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molecules presented here are already making it clear to us that
chemical variety plays a role that is bigger than previously ex-
pected and that a molecule-specific modelling of the role of
electrons in evolutionary studies should be sought as much as
possible.

In conclusion we postulate here that the formation of a vari-
ety of TNIs and of zero-energy virtual states are all features in-
cluded in our scattering calculations and are instrumental mech-
anisms in yielding the final electron attachment rates that we in
turn have employed for the evolutionary studies reported in the
present work.
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